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ABSTRACT
Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) is one
of the most widely used techniques in protein research.
In the protein purification process, it is important t o
determine the efficiency of each purification step in
terms of percentage of protein of interest found in the
protein mixture. This study provides a rapid and reliable way t,o determine this percentage. The region
of interest containing the protein is detected using the
snake algorithm. The iterative snake algorithm is implemented in a mult,iresolutional framework. The snake
is initialized on a low resolution image. Then, the final
position of the snalke at low resolution is used as the
initial position in the higher resolution image. Finally,
the area of the protein is estimated as the area enclosed
by the final position of the snake.
1. INTRODUCTION

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) is one of
the most widely used techniques in protein research [ 11.
Denaturing Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel
Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) is a significant method
used for the separation of proteins based on the migration of negatively c’harged proteins depending on their
molecular weight in an electrical field. This procedure
is often used during protein purification process. Its
advantage is that proteins can be visualized as well as
separated. SDS-PAGE technique provides information
about, protein concentrations of the protein mixture applied on a certain lane of the PAGE and the degree of
purity of a particular protein in this mixture during
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protein purification process. Each band in the SDSPAGE image represents a different protein band.
In the protein purification process, it is important
t o determine the efficiency of each purification step in
terms of percentage of protein of interest found in the
protein mixture. This study provides a rapid and reliable way t o determine the percentage. Currently, the
percentage is determined by eye and the results are
quite subjective. In the currently available gel analysis
systems, the analysis is usually based on the one dimensional profile of manually extracted lanes. The positions of the proteins of interest are determined from
the peak points in the horizontal profile and the areas of the rectangular regions are measured. Finally,
these measurements are used for efficiency calculation.
However, rectangular approximations are not accurate
representations of the prot,ein areas.
In our scheme, the region of interest containing the
significant protein is detected using the snake algorithm [4]. The iterative snake algorithm is implemented
in a multiresolutiona.1 framework. The snake is initialized on a low resolution image. Then, the final position
of the snake at the low resolution is used as the initial
position in the higher resolution image. The area of the
protein is estimated a.s the area enclosed by the final
position of the snake.
In Section 2, t,he characteristics of the SDS-PAGE
images are described. In Section 3, the snake algorithm is reviewed. In Section 4, the multiresolution
implementation of the snake algorithm is described. In
Section 4.1, the computational complexity of the proposed scheme is analyzed and simulation results are

presented.

by image structure and pulled toward the edges and
lines on the image. The energy of a snake is defined
in a way that its total energy becomes minimum when
the snake lies around the region of interest. The total
energy of the snake that defines a closed contour v(s)
is defined as:

E(4.3))=

Figure 1: (a) Denaturing PAGE image, (b) a lane of
the denaturing PAGE image
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where Eint and Eoutrepresent t,he internal and external
energies of the snake, respectively. The internal energy,
Eint is determined according to the length and bending
of the snake and defined as
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where the first term denotes the length energy and the
second term denotes the bending energy. The external
energy, Ee,t, represents the energy created by image
structure depending on the location of the snake on
the image. Two main components of external energy
are gradient and intensity and these affect the line and
edge energies of the snake. The external energy of the
snake is defined a.s

Figure 2: Histograms of three different regions of a
PAGE image.
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2. SDS-PAGE IMAGES
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where the first term denotes the line energy, the second term denotes t,he edge energy, and I(.(.), y(s)) denotes the intensity of the image at location (,. y) along
the snake contour parameterized by s. The parameters
(Y, p, wlzne,W w e d g e are set in such a way that the energy
should be minimum on the region of interest.
At each iteration of the snake algorithm, the snake
moves to a location having less energy. In our application, a fast greedy algorithm described in
is used.
The algorithm is adapted to this problem in such a way
that the resultant snake has an ellipse like shape. This
is provided by putting constraints on the internal angles of the snake. In our algorithm, the important parameters that affect the convergence of the algorithm
are the energy coefficients, the search radius and the
number of snaxels which are the control points of the
snake curve.

Figure l ( a ) shows a typical SDS-PAGE gel image. The
vertical stripes containing several protein bands in this
gel image are called lanes and one of them is shown
in Figure l ( b ) . The SDS-PAGE image is composed of
three parts. The background does not carry any useful information, The second part corresponding to the
images of protein bands have darker appearance. The
proteins of interest appear as dark stripes and constitute the third part. The ratio of total area of the dark
regions to the total area of other proteins is the measure of the efficiency of each purification step. The
histograms of the three regions corresponding t o the
significant protein, other proteins and the background
on a typical lane are given in Figure 2.
The regions containing protein of interest are nearly
elliptic regions which have the smallest gray level on
the image. Thus, the boundary of such a region is an
elliptic closed contour having small total intensity and
high gradient.

[e]

4. MULTIRESOLUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
The snake algorit,hm is implemented in a niultiresolution framework. The original SDS-PAGE image is first
processed by the filter banks described in [a, 31 and
IOW resolution quarter size subimages, Ill, Iih , I h l , Ihh
are obtained. The snakes are initialized on the lowlow subimage. The initial form of the snakes are circles centered a t the peak points of the l-D profile of

3. THE SNAKE ALGORITHM
Snakes are deformable contour models increasingly used
in image segmentation [4, 51. They are planar curves.
The shape and location of the curve is determined according to an objective function. Snakes are influenced
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Figure 3: Change of different energy components. Solid
lines indicate the energy changes in the high-resolution
image and dashed lines show the energy changes in the
lower-resolution image
the lane image. Another initialization is based on the
It*, Ih1, I h h subimages which contain the edge information about the original SDS-PAGE image. Therefore,
the edges of the protein regions can be detected from
these subimages and used as the initial positions of the
snakes.
After the initialization on the low resolution ima.ge,
t3hesnake adapts it,self to the contour around the protein region in an iterative manner. The final snake obtained on the low resolution image is used as the initial
estimate on a finer resolution SDS-PAGE image. This
process is repeated until the snake has closely covered
the protein regions in the original full-resolution SDSPAGE image. The advantage of this multiresolutional
approach is three-fold: i) The snake converges better,
ii) it brings robust,ness t o the process, i.e., it is not
easily affected by the scanning artifacts in the original
SDS-PAGE image, and iii) computational cost is less
as smaller images axe processed in lower resolutions.
The behavior of the different energy components
and the total energy of a snake at several iterations at
different resolutions are given in Figure 3 for the SDSPAGE image shown in Figure 2. At the beginning of
the convergence process, the slope of the total energy
of the snake in the low resolution image is higher than
that of the snake in the high resolution image as shown
in Figure 3(d). In other words,

(4)
This means that the snake converges faster on the low
resolution ima.ge. This observation verifies the validity
of the inultiresolutional approach. In our simulation
studies we use only one level of subband decomposition but this methodology can be considered in multiple resolution levels, as well.
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Figure 4: Protein of interest, is enclosed within the
snake : (a) 0rigina.l lane image (b) Snake obtained using only the low-resolution image (c) Snake obtained
using only the high-resolution image (d) Snake obtained using the multiresolutional approach

The energy parameters defined in Equations 2 and 3
( a ,P, W l i n e , W e d g e ) must be adapted t o the energy level
changes in different resolutions. In the niultiresolutional scheme, a t the final iteration of the low resolution i m a g e , a , p a.nd toline va.lues are ha.lved a.nd the
iterations are continued in the higher resolution image. At the low resolution these values are LY = 4, p =
4, W l i n e = 0.2, w e d g e = -0.1.
Figure 4 shows an original lane of the image as well
as the final positions of different snakes obtained using different methodologies. The result in Figure 4(c)
is obtained a.fter six itrerations of the sna.ke algorithm
on the original ima.ge. Figure 4(d) shows the result of
the multiresolutional approach. The snake obtained a t
the low resolution after two iterations (shown in Figure 4(b)) is used as the initial position of the snake in
the high resolution image. Another t,liree iterations in
the high resolution inmge result in Figure 4(d). The
comparison of Figures 4(c) and (d) indicates that the
final snake converges bet>tert,o the boundary of the protein area if a multiresolutional approach is used. Additionally, the number of comput,at,ionsrequired in the
multiresolutional approach is siiia.ller.
Figure 5 shows the results of the initialization procedure based on the edge information extracted from
I l h , I h l , I h h subimages. Figure 5(a) depicts the init,ial
position of the snake a.t the subiinage Ill. The six snaxels are located on the extracted edges of tjhe protein region. This snake ta.kes the form shown in Figure 5(b)
after only one iteration. This form is very close t o the
final position of the snake on the low-resolution image
obtained with the other initialization procedure based
on the 1-D profile of the la.ne image. Figure 5(c) shows
the final position of the sna.l<eon thc high resolution
image after two iterations. There is no significant difference between this result and the result shown in Figure 4(d) obtained with the other initia.lization p r o w

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 5: Prot,ein of interest is enclosed within the
snake : (a) Initial position of the snake located on the
extracted edge (b) The snake in (a) after one iteration
on low-resolution image (c) Snake obtained using the
inultiresolutioiial approach with the initial snake in (a)

In this work, we present a multiresolution snake algorithm for the identification of relative protein bands in
PAGE images. The algorithm is more accurate compared to usual eye-exams or some commercially available programs that utilize rectangular approximations.
Furthermore, the algorithm is fast as a. multiresolutional framework is used.
The multiresolutional snake fmmework can be used
in other applications such as the detection of mass and
stellate lesions in mammograms using the snake algorithm [7].
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